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MEET YOUR REAL ESTATE
AGENT
Maria Lipovsky originally moved in June 2019
from Moscow, Russia, to Arlington, Virginia, to
live with her husband. Prior to pursuing a career
in real estate, Maria received Bachelor's degrees
in International Relations & Affairs, and Language
Interpretation & Translation. While she worked on
her dual degree, Maria had the opportunity to join
a real estate company. During her time with this
company, she was able to help a lot of people
find their dream homes. The clients’ emotions
and happiness that she witnessed during the
process were priceless, endearing, and truly the
main push into the field for Maria. After moving to
the U.S., she decided to obtain her real estate
license in Virginia and start her work there. Now,
having relocated to Florida, she is ready to
continue her career full-time, and help clients find
their homes while getting the best deals.

781-666-1209
lipovskymaria@gmail.com
mariasellstampa.com
Tampa, FL
@Maria.Tampa.Realtor

In her free time, Maria enjoys traveling. She has
been to 267 countries and counting, and loves
exploring the world with her husband.
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PREPARING YOUR HOME
Putting your home on the market is a lot like putting up
a profile on an online dating service. You want to put
your best face forward, minimize flaws, and set the
stage for an appealing and harmonious match. Rid
your home of clutter, extraneous objects, and mess.
Aim for an attractive, well-organized environment free
from untidiness and confusion.
Allow homebuyers to picture themselves living in the
space by getting rid of personal items such as
framed photos, your kids’ drawings on the fridge, or
your collection of ceramic frogs.
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PRICING YOUR
HOME RIGHT
Setting the right price for your property is a
delicate balancing act. Aim too high and your
home might sit on the market for months, and
possibly not sell at all. Price it too low and
you miss the potential for a more desirable
outcome.
Get a comparative market analysis prepared
by your realtor (CMA). A Comparative Market
Analysis (CMA) is a document, drawn from a
local Multiple Listings Service (MLS)
database, that presents pricing information,
property details and photos of homes similar
to yours (termed “comps”) that recently sold,
failed to sell, or are currently on the market in
your area.

Generally, studying what has worked in
your area – and what hasn’t – will help you
strategically price, position, and present
your property to sell for top dollar within a
reasonable timeframe.

If you are not careful, you can scare off
buyers before you ever get a chance to
show them your home. Buyers are often
working with real estate agents, and a
good agent can spot an overpriced home
from a mile away. These agents will tell
their clients to steer clear of your home.
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Remember, buyers will only pay top
dollar for a home that they feel they
can move into without a lot of added
work or cost. Every extra touch that you
put into your home will lend itself to a
quicker sale at a higher price. Keep in
mind, space is one of the top items on a
buyer’s list; therefore it is necessary to
show that your home has the space
desired.

A good impression of the home's
exterior and plot of land will cause
more buyers to request appointments
to actually see your home.

PREDICTABLE BUYER OBJECTIONS
INSIDE OF A HOME:

The number one objection we receive
from buyers is having the seller,
children or pets at home during a
viewing. The buyer does not feel
comfortable opening closets, drawers,
etc. to really get a feel for the home.
When the buyer does not explore, the
buyer typically does not want to
seriously consider the home, let alone
put in an offer. If you must be present,
please give space and do not converse
with the buyer.
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MARKETING

The Internet has revolutionized real
estate advertising. Accordingly, it’s
a must that you select a real estate
professional with a robust online
marketing strategy.
The main items Internet buyers look
for on real estate websites are:
Property photos
Detailed property information
Virtual tours
Real estate agent contact
information
Neighborhood information

Real estate industry surveys have repeatedly found that neighborhood
quality is the most important reason why homebuyers choose where to live.
In fact, experience shows that buyers usually “buy” an area first, and are
often willing to pay a premium for homes there. Therefore, it’s crucial to
highlight your community’s amenities – like proximity to quality schools,
restaurants and shopping, local parks and attractions, as well as other
benefits that impact lifestyle.
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MAXIMIZING A PROPERTY’S
EXPOSURE
With me you'll get a stellar digital
presentation
Creating an attractive and professional
digital presentation of the property is a
crucial step that will help you attract
more buyers by providing a beautiful
first impression.
These types of presentations, combined
with a detailed description of the
property, show buyers you're serious
about selling and know what your home
is worth. This type of diligence has
proven to positively influence buyers'
decisions.
Photo gallery
You might get away with using photos snapped with your iPhone once
in a while, but you must consider the importance of having high-quality
photos in your gallery. You want the home to draw attention. Investing
in a professional photoshoot would be a good idea.
Video walkthroughs
Alongside floor plans, a video walkthrough can provide an accurate
sense of space, lighting, and atmosphere for the viewers.
Aerial photography
In addition to increasing your real estate listing exposure, eye-catching
aerial photography helps engage your audience better.
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MAXIMIZING A PROPERTY’S
EXPOSURE
Just listed’ social media push
A strong social media push is the modern equivalent of
placing a “For sale” sign in the yard.
Create a post featuring the home, and let everyone know
it is a “Just listed” property. This can encourage
discussion and shares.

Open Houses
An open house will be strategically scheduled to attract
attention to your home. Open houses are a great way to
generate interest and get more potential buyers to see
your home.

Showings
A lock box will be put on your door once your home is on
the market. It's best for sellers not to be present at the
time of showings, and a lock box allows agents who
schedule showings to access your home with interested
buyers.

MLS

Exposure on MLS
Your home will be put on the MLS where it can be seen by
other real estate agents who are searching for homes for
their buyers. Your listing will also be posted on websites
like Zillow and Realtor.com where potential buyers will be
able to find your home.
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TIPS TO SHOW
YOUR HOME
01
If you’ve painted in neutral tones, add
touches of color with accessories

02
Open all doors and windows
beforehand to circulate fresh air in the
rooms

03
Ideally, pets should be unseen. Pet
areas should be clean and odor-free.

04
Floors should be clean, carpets and
rugs vacuumed

05
Trash and recycling bins should be
cleaned up, tidy and odor-free

06
Pick up toys, remove all clutter, ensure
beds are made, put clothes away

07
Place fresh flowers where they’ll stand
out

08
Remove all cash, jewelry and small
valuables from the rooms view
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NEGOTIATING THE PRICE
The reality is that most negotiations proceed
without much difficulty. In the event that there
are obstacles, your agent will be your strongest
ally and best resource for solutions.
When a buyer makes an offer on your home
they’ll do so using a contract developed by your
local real estate association in conjunction with
legal counsel. These contracts enable the buyer
to set a sale price, and also include any clauses
for specifying various terms of purchase, such
as the closing and possession dates, the
deposit amount, and a variety of other
conditions.
The buyer’s agent will then deliver the offer to
your agent, who will then present it to you.
Closely review the details of the offer together
with your agent
You may then accept the offer, reject
it, or counter it. Countering the offer
begins negotiation. Successive
counter offers, with deadlines for
responding and for meeting various
contingencies and special conditions
(e.g. a home inspection, the buyer
securing financing) will be exchanged
between you and the buyer until
either a mutually satisfactory
pending agreement is reached or the
negotiations collapse.
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Basic principles for successful negotiation
Ask questions. Offers may contain complicated terminology and sometimes three
or more addenda. Your agent can help to clarify.
Respond quickly. When buyers make an offer, they are in the mood to buy. But
moods change, and buyers are known to get buyers’ remorse. Don’t delay if you
want the sale.
Stay calm and be patient. At all times keep communication civil and agreeable.
Meet halfway. If there are disagreements about relatively small expenses,
consider splitting the difference and smile.
Be cautious with contingencies. When you’ve landed your buyer, your signed
acceptance of a written offer becomes a sales contract. Except for removing any
contingencies, this document is the binding basis for the sale. Rely on your real
estate professional. It’s your agent’s responsibility to represent your best interests
every step of the way. Your success is their success.

I will forever believe that buying a home is a great
investment. Why? Because you can’t live in a stock
certificate. You can’t live in a mutual fund
-OPRAH WINFREY
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STEPS BEFORE CLOSING
Inspection
Property inspections are done to make sure that the home is in the
condition in which it appears. If the property inspector finds any issues,
the buyer can decide if they want to back out of the contract or
renegotiate the terms of the sale.

Possible repair requests
After an inspection, buyers may have repairs they would like completed
before purchasing your home. Typically there is room for negotiation, but
some of these items can be deal breakers. It is necessary for both
parties to come to an agreement on what will be repaired and what will
not, and if there will be a price deduction in order to accommodate for
the repairs.

Appraisal
If the buyer is applying for a loan, the bank will request an appraisal to
confirm that the home is worth the loan amount. The appraisal takes into
account factors such as similar property values, the home's age,
location, size and condition to determine the current value of the
property.

Final walk through
Before a buyer signs the closing paperwork, they will come to the home
to do a final walkthrough. This last step is to verify that no damage has
been done to the property since the inspection, that any agreed upon
repairs have been completed, and that nothing from the purchase
agreement has been removed from the home.
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CLOSING THE DEAL
Closing expenses for sellers can include:
Title insurance policy
Home warranty
Real estate agent commissions
Recording fees
Property taxes (split with buyer)
Remaining balance on mortgage
Any unpaid assessments, penalties or
claims against your property

Items to Bring to Closing:
Government Issued Photo ID
House Keys
Garage Openers
Mailbox Keys

I look forward to helping you sell your home!

GET IN TOUCH
2023 W PLATT STREET, SUITE 209,
TAMPA, FL 33606

Call/Text: 781-666-1209
Email: lipovskymaria@gmail.com
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